The Form 2
Professional Jewelry,
3D Printed on your Desktop.
The Form 2 is an essential tool for Jewelers
working with digital designs. Now you can rapidly
prototype or produce pieces that are ready for
casting. With the Form 2, you’ll gain more flexibility
in your design process, turn around jobs quickly,
and reduce overall production costs.
Simply import your 3D models and print your
master pattern in our Castable resin. Invest and
cast in-house, or send your pieces to a casting
house. The result is a sharp, detailed design
ready for gemsetting and polishing within your
own workshop.
Unlock the power of professional 3D printing
for only 3299€

Form 2
The most advanced
desktop 3D printer
ever created.
The Form 2 is the new standard for
professional-grade desktop 3D printing,
available now.

FINE, DETAILED PRONGS
The Form 2’s precision laser allows for
sharp details.
25 MICRON LAYERS
Better surface finish means less rework and
great results right out of the casting flask.
PRICED FOR PRODUCTION
Print a single ring for 0.09€ or over 50 rings at
once for about 4.50€.
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3DZ Treviso (Castelfranco Veneto)
3DZ Brescia (Mazzano)
3DZ Piemonte (Casale Monferrato)
3DZ Roma (Roma)
3DZ Toscana (Arezzo)
3DZ Emilia (Reggio Emilia)
3DZ Abruzzo (Montesilvano)
3DZ Franchising (Malta)
3DZ Albania (Tirana)
3DZ Ungheria (Budapest)
3DZ Serbia (Belgrade)
3DZ Romania (Craiova)

(+39) 0423 192307
(+39) 030 638519
(+39) 0142 23109
(+39) 06 3973683
(+39) 057 590854
(+39) 0522 51695
(+39) 085 468949
(+356) 2713 915
(+355) 688 08783
(+36)
1 794343
(+381) 11 265199
(+40) 251 41976
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tv@3dz.it
bs@3dz.it
to@3dz.it
roma@3dz.it
info@tbnet.it
re@3dz.it
abruzzo@3dz.it
info@3dz.com.mt
tirana@3dz.al
budapest@3dz.hu
info@solfins.com
contact@cadworks.ro

